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1. The first-instance need for two spatial constructs 13 

Consider familiar r = (x, y, z) three-dimensional spatial coordinates, ubiquitous in science, and more 14 

specifically the space that these coordinates label. Next orienting attention outwards into conscious 15 

visual exteroceptive experience: there too, there is a space (e.g. the emptiness separating discrete 16 
visually-experienced objects). Now we have in focus two spaces (Figure 1A), the r-labeled orthodox 17 

physical space, and the -labeled (say) conscious-experiential space. (Here  are three-dimensional 18 
coordinates on conscious-experiential space, analogous to but conceptually distinct from r-indices on 19 

orthodox physical space. Note that the identification of two spatial constructs does not imply 20 
ontological duality; for example, conscious-experiential space might be an ontologically-junior 21 
property-of brain-dynamics.) What is the relationship between these two spaces? 22 

 23 

2. The every-day heuristic explanation for the relationship between the two constructs 24 

Certainly, a common every-day heuristic is to think that conventional r-coordinates are labels for that 25 
object over there in conscious experience, and also label this e.g. proprioceptively-experienced 26 
observer over here, and so on. A coherent r-labeling of conscious-experiential contents of this kind 27 
would indicate there is, after all, only one space. But scientific examination (such as that in the next 28 

subsection) shows that the relationship between the two spatial-concepts is not the heuristic one: it is 29 
unclear, curious, and curiously-neglected by almost all of science; in the computational neuroscience 30 
of consciousness, this relationship has been completely overlooked, a deficit whose address can only 31 
advance the field substantively. 32 

 33 

3. The every-day heuristic cannot pertain 34 

It is clear that the heuristic r-labeling of the contents of experience cannot pertain. Perhaps most 35 
abstractly, consider ontologies beyond naïve realism that are commonly-accepted in physical theory 36 
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[e.g. (Wheeler, 1990; Floridi, 2003)]. These views emphasize that physical reality is hidden behind an 37 

epistemic veil, and so we can have no certainty that objective space (the referent of r-labels) exists in 38 
a form analogous to directly-experienced space [or even that objective space exists at all (Ladyman, 39 
1998)]. A more concrete approach tracks the origin of conscious experience: objects existing in 40 

orthodox space (e.g. following naïve realism now) lead to certain orderly-aspects of brain-dynamics 41 
encoding object-related information; brain-dynamics again exist in orthodox space. Some currently-42 
unknown brain-dynamical subset is then associated-with conscious experience, and conscious-43 
experiential space is part of this association, thus potentially distinct from the space containing 44 
associated-with dynamics. (This suggests one possible theoretical path, mentioned above: conscious-45 

experiential space is a property-of certain brain-dynamics.) Certainly the r-loci immediately associated 46 
with conscious-experience of a table, say, are brain-activity sites at some distance from the table itself, 47 

so that the heuristic view cannot hold. (This suggest the other basically-coherent theory-of-, discussed 48 

further below: -coordinates are another set of labels for brain-locations in orthodox space already 49 
labeled by r-coordinates [Figure 1B]). Finally, and most directly, the simple act of crossing-one’s-50 
eyes provides a present-moment demonstration that the visual experience is not the objective physical 51 

world (unless physical reality can be induced into bifurcation by minor muscle effort!). 52 

 53 

4. Prior literature and current deficits in the theoretical treatment of space 54 

Once highlighted, the conceptual distinction between r-labeled orthodox physical space and -labeled 55 
conscious-experiential space is obvious, even trivial. (Dennett, 1991) points out one version of the 56 
issue and (Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992) elaborates its discussion somewhat. Notably, these works 57 

emphasize severe problems for naïve versions of the -coordinates-as-another-label-for-r-labeled-58 
brain-locations approach: without additional constraints on geometry-of-computational-loci, the result 59 

would typically be components-of-conscious-experience scattered in a fragmented way throughout 60 
brain-space, failing to create the subjectively-experienced unity and geometry of actual experience 61 

(Figure 1C). Elsewhere, the concept of conscious-experiential space is invoked in (Fingelkurts et al., 62 
2010) and in (Hinterberger et al., 2014); but to date, no comprehensive assessment has been given of 63 
the implications for computational neuroscience arising from a rigorous treatment of the relationship 64 

between r-space and -space. 65 

 66 

5. Addressing deficits leads to purely-computational tests for theories-of-consciousness 67 

Addressing deficits in the current treatment of space can lead to new, purely-computational, 68 

experimental tests capable of delineating between foundationally-significant alternative theory-of-69 
consciousness classes. To see this, consider the view in which conscious-experiential space and its 70 
contents are a property-of brain-dynamics (Figure 1D). Under conventional “property” conceptions, 71 
brain-dynamics must then explicitly, dynamically, encode not only features-in-consciousness (e.g. 72 
whether a particular component-of-consciousness is an experience of-red or of-green), but also 73 

locations-in-consciousness (i.e. whether the component is at-1 or at-2). Explicit, dynamic, encoding 74 

precludes, for example, the inheritance of variation-in--coordinate from variation-of-r-coordinate 75 
within a topographic map (Kaas, 1997). (In topographic maps, encoding-significance of otherwise 76 
dynamically-identical activity derives in part from neuroanatomical connectivity, which is commonly 77 
proxied for by r-location.) One might imagine that we can write “red-at-r1 implies brain-activity-at-r2 78 
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implies experience-of-red-at-(r2)” [where (r2) denotes a specific -coordinate completely entailed 79 

by the fact that activity occurs at-r2]. However, basic physics means that phenomena at one coordinate 80 
location can only depend on phenomena at another if there is a physical topology connecting the two 81 

(so that signals can physically propagate between locations). If -coordinates label locations within a 82 
brain-property, not only is there no physically-connective topology, there is not even any physically-83 

meaningful metric (distance-measure) between r- and -labeled spatial-points. Thus, in the property-84 

of conception, -coordinates cannot be inherited from location-within-topographic-map according to 85 
orthodox physics, establishing the explicit-dynamics encoding claim. This observation translates into 86 
a strong empirical test: can we find dynamically-encoded-location codes for all features-of-experience? 87 
If not, conventional property-of conceptions cannot hold, thus eliminating a large class of currently-88 
conventional theories (Rosseinsky, 2014c). 89 

 90 

6. Further empirical tests: distributed and single-unit codes in theories-of-consciousness 91 

Empirically-testable predictions are not limited to topographic maps (nor is the property-of view the 92 

only conceptual possibility). As another example, consider distributed (parallel, multi-unit) codes and 93 
a commonly-held idea that such codes are an obviously-viable element in the informational basis of 94 

conscious experience. Here we examine the alternative to property-of views, i.e. -coordinates-as-95 
another-label-for-r-labeled-brain-locations. If a single conscious-experiential degree-of-freedom (e.g. 96 

experience-of-color at 1) is encoded via the distributed activity of three neurons, say (Solomon and 97 

Lennie, 2007), at locations r1, r2, and r3, then what is the relationship between r(1) (the r-expression 98 

of 1) and {r1, r2, r3}? At best, r(1) could be equal to one of the three encoding-activity r-coordinates, 99 

say r(1) = r1. But then a degree-of-freedom (experience-of-color) at 1-r1 depends on information 100 
encoded both locally at r1 and at distant sites r2 and r3: definitively, any theory-of-consciousness of 101 

this kind employs physically non-local aggregation of information. This sketch indicates another test 102 
(although more comprehensive treatment is required for its rigorous statement): if consciousness is a 103 
physically-local phenomenon, spatially-distributed codes must be everywhere reduced to point-like 104 

encodings before association with components-of-conscious-experience (Rosseinsky, 2014b). 105 

 106 

7. Leading theories-of-consciousness suffer from the “just like temperature” fallacy  107 

The past ten years or so have seen an explosion of theories-of-consciousness of similar kinds (Tononi 108 

and Edelman, 1998), each proposing that conscious-experience is associated-with some particular 109 
states of brain-dynamical complexity (and not others). Proposals differ in the specific measures 110 
hypothesized as the appropriate basis for delineating conscious-associated from non-associated brain-111 
states: Granger causality (Barnett et al., 2009), effective connectivity (Massimini et al., 2005), 112 
functional connectivity (Larson-Prior et al., 2009), information integration (Tononi, 2004), and so on. 113 

Still-viable precursors to these kinds of theories were hypotheses [e.g. (Thompson and Varela, 2001)] 114 
associating consciousness with specific kinds of widespread phase-coupled dynamics. 115 

Advocates of these types of theories (whether complex-dynamical or phase-coupled) might protest 116 
that there is no physical-locality problem in the dependence of some conscious-experiential degree-of-117 
freedom, the experience-of-red-or-green, say, on neural dynamics at more than one location. 118 
Temperature, entropy, rigidity, in fact any number of physical phenomena, are “just like this”, they 119 
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might claim: temperature at some location r1 depends on average molecular kinetic energy in the 120 

neighborhood of r1, notably on the actual motion of molecules at r1, r2 and r3, say (as well as other 121 
locations). Because no-one claims that temperature at r1 is physically non-local, why should e.g. 122 

dependence of color-experience at 1-r1 on information encoded both locally at r1 and at distant sites 123 
r2 and r3 lead one to conclude that such a theory is “definitively … non-local” (preceding subsection, 124 
last sentence)? Instead, advocates might claim, conscious experience is “just like temperature” and can 125 

perfectly well depend on neural activity at multiple locations without violating physical-locality. 126 

(Other “just like temperature” arguments exist in consciousness research, and it is helpful to 127 
disambiguate leading forms briefly, before proceeding. Notably, in response to the view that 128 

consciousness must be a “non-physical” phenomenon [e.g. (Chalmers, 1996)], the “consciousness is 129 
physical, just like temperature” counter-argument has been advanced [e.g. (Churchland, 1996)]. The 130 

present discussions does not concern “physical just like temperature” debates, notably because the 131 

physicality of consciousness is taken here as a given; instead, they concern the “not non-local [despite 132 
multi-r dependence], just like temperature” argument.) 133 

The claim that multi-r dependence in a theory-of-consciousness can occur without violating 134 
physical-locality, justified by appeal to the case of temperature, is fallacious: it is based on a category 135 

error. (Other, similar, analogical appeals, e.g. “just like entropy”, are equally fallacious, although scope 136 
precludes a full discussion.) To see the fallacy, consider the fact that “temperature” only occurs within 137 
physical science in two forms: either (version one), it is an abstract theoretical construct (loosely, 138 

average molecular kinetic energy), or (version two), it refers to the reading of a thermometer. One can 139 

of course construct arbitrarily non-local abstract constructs without violating physical non-locality, 140 
because abstractions by definition do not physically exist; in fact, temperature version-one is a 141 
somewhat-non-local abstraction, because of its inherent spatial-averaging. Version two, a 142 

thermometer-reading, depends correspondingly on a spatially-non-pointlike physical structure (the 143 
thermometer itself) that nonetheless respects physical locality in its functioning: a spatially-extended 144 

thermometer interacts in an entirely physically-local way with measured-system molecular dynamics, 145 
and so collects information over a spatial scale with non-zero measure. In summary, we see that 146 
version-one temperature is a non-local abstraction but spatially-extended thermometers use physically-147 

local interactions to generate version-two readings that cohere with the non-local abstraction. 148 

However, conscious experience is not “just like” either a theoretical abstraction (temperature 149 

version-one) or the reading of a spatially-extended meter (version-two). It is not a theoretical 150 

abstraction (version one) because it is a naturally-existent degree-of-freedom: different colors at a are 151 
just like, say, different momenta-of-a-particle at rb, in this sense – they can be labeled by theoretical 152 
symbols, but they also have a direct natural existence, unlike “average” anything. And conscious 153 

experience is not produced by a spatially-extended physical structure (version two) interacting with the 154 
brain, at least, not in any conventional theories-of-consciousness. Instead it is conventionally taken to 155 
be directly (not-intermediated-by-additional-structure) associated-with certain brain-states. Thus, in 156 
temperature we recognize that molecular dynamics at r1, r2 and r3 can influence the reading of a 157 
thermometer “at r1” because the thermometer is not really just at r1 – it occupies some spatial 158 

neighborhood surrounding r1; in contrast, there is no thermometer-analogous structure that precisely 159 

transmits neurally-encoded information at r2 and r3 to r1 and then integrates combined {r1, r2, r3}-160 

activity into a single orderly-encoding at1-r1 (Figure 1E), “just like” thermometers’ integration of 161 
{r1, r2, r3}-activity into a single orderly-meter-reading at r4 (say) (Figure 1F). (If there were such a 162 
structure, we would not consider color, say, to be encoded via a three-neuron distribution: we would 163 

simply measure the structure-integrated activity at r1, and call this a single-unit code.) 164 
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 165 

8. Responding to “I don’t see why they can’t …” objections  166 

“Just like temperature” objections to the physical-locality–required distributed-to-pointlike reduction 167 

are at least grounded in a clear appeal. An alternative style of objection e.g. to no-inheritance-of--168 
from-r in topographic maps (under property-of conceptions) might be: “I don’t see why they can’t … 169 

[e.g. inherit -from-r].” The reason why-not, however, is clear: once the “just like temperature” 170 
category-error has been identified and set aside, the absence of physical connection between r-locations 171 

and -locations physically precludes variation-in-r alone inducing variation-in-. [In a multi-subject 172 
setting (Rosseinsky, 2014a) not discussed here, absence of physical connection leads to further 173 
restrictions on physically-conventional codes-for-consciousness.] 174 

 175 

9. Outlook 176 

The need for two spatial constructs in consciousness research is both self-evident and enduring, once 177 
pointed out. Explicit coordinates e.g. on visual conscious-experiential space have been heavily 178 
employed in psychophysics [e.g. (Wagner, 2006)] but their implications for consciousness research 179 

have been overlooked, to date. These implications are significant because they lead to new, purely 180 
computational-neuroscience, tests for theories-of-consciousness, and they cannot be avoided by “just 181 

like temperature” fallacies. The present scope precludes a comprehensive and rigorous demonstration 182 

of theoretical ramifications and associated experimental tests (notably, the multi-subject setting has not 183 

been even cursorily addressed here). Nevertheless, the simple examples given can orient investigators 184 
towards an exciting new frontier in the computational neuroscience of consciousness.  185 
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11. Figure legends 230 

Figure 1 Orthodox physical space and conscious-experiential space. (A) The need for two spatial 231 
constructs. A visual stimulus (grey/black lines) induces brain-dynamical activity (cortical spikes 232 
schematically depict neural-activity, horizontal lines depict neural-quiescence). A three-unit 233 

distributed code for colored edges is illustrated: inside-black-oval black-spikes/lines associate-with 234 
(black dotted-arrows) corresponding features-in-experience (colored lines; visual experience occurs 235 
within the large black-oval); grey-spikes/lines depict activity not associated-with conscious-236 
experience. The basic issue (red arrow) is the relationship between two spaces, r-labeled orthodox 237 

physical space and -labeled conscious-experiential space: (B-C) -labels as extra labels for r-labeled 238 

brain-locations; (D) -labels as indices for within-brain-property loci. (B) Conscious experience 239 
“exists in” r-space. Colored lines (panel A) are now conceived of as actually-located-at corresponding 240 

encoding-locations; joint “r/” axis-label indicates mixed depiction within one space of -labeled 241 

components-of-experience and r-labeled orthodox phenomena (brain, stimulus) (C) Problems for a 242 
naïve scheme. This panel restates panel B, removing brain-depiction to emphasize resulting conscious-243 
experiential geometry, which does not recapitulate objective stimulus-geometry. (D) Dashed-line 244 
indicates (not-dualistic) conceptual separation between orthodox physical entities (below the line) and 245 

a specific (i.e. conscious-experiential) property-of conception (above the line) pertaining to a particular 246 
collection of orthodox entities (i.e. the brain). Dotted-associative arrow is complemented by diamond-247 

arrow connector emphasizing “property-of”; r- and -axes are now distinct: there is no physically-248 

meaningful metric measuring distance between r- and -loci. (E-F): The “just-like temperature” 249 

fallacy. (E) Non-locality in distributed encoding-of-consciousness. Dotted-arrows “connecting” 250 

{r1,r2,r3} to 1 are purely abstract (not realized by any physical structure); aggregation-of-information 251 
is non-local. (F) Local interaction-basis for spatially-extended measurement-of-temperature. Symbol 252 
T0 for a thermometer-reading corresponds (blue arrow) to the location-at-r4 (dotted circle) of meter-253 

mechanism (black arrow). Location results from local interactions (grey arrows) with molecules (grey 254 

circles) at {r1,r2,r3}; spatially-extended (not r1-local) measurement ensues from purely-local physics. 255 

 256 


